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the third and final add-on to the sniper ghost warrior 2 is a
standalone and it sees you set off on a quest to rescue a spotter from
the russian military where he has been captured. along the way, you
will have to secure some weapons caches while avoiding the enemy.
there are a few new weapons added to the arsenal, there's also an
improved third-person view and the addition of thermal vision. the

third mission is a bit easier than the first two and it's story mode is a
bit shorter. the third mission is nice and to be honest, it is the

shortest of the three. however, it is still a fun and enjoyable mission.
overall, the third add-on is a good one and is worth playing. this is a

very good game. the graphics are superb and are the best of the
three add-on missions. the story is a little dull though but the action

in this game is very good. the first sniper ghost warrior was good and
this one is even better. the best way to describe this dlc is it's a

prequel. the story is set in the late '90s, before the events of sniper:
ghost warrior 2. theres a new type of zombie you must kill, named
viyzhies, who are far stronger and tougher than those in the main

game. however, theyre also faster and able to turn invisible. theres
an interesting new area of the siberian forest, and some new

weapons and tools are introduced. sniper ghost warrior 2 is the
sequel to the original game, and is set in a similar timeline. there are

a few new features, but not enough to warrant a $2.99 price tag.
sniper ghost warrior 2 is an interesting game. it's not the best

shooter in the series. thats a very tough category to fill. it's not the
worst, either. but, its not anywhere near as good as sniper elite v2.

and that's a good thing. sniper ghost warrior 2 wants to be a shooter.
it does that well. it wants to give you that experience of putting a
sniper rifle in your hands, watching bullets strike your target, and
then watching your target fall. theres action, theres choice, and

theres a story. thats something that sniper elite v2 never really had.
it was always about the war, not the shooting.
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